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DEVELOPING POLICY RELEVANT INFORMATION ON DETERRENCE: 
AGGRESSIVE POLICING AND CRIME 

Abstract 

Some recent analyses of the relationship between crime and 

policing have focused on the deterrent effects of active or 

aggressive patrol. As is often the case in studies of the 

outcomes of puhlic policies, the available evidence on this 

issue leads to no single conclusion. This naper extends 

discussion of the possible relationships between active patrol 

and crime and discusses the characteristics of policy relevant 

research on crime and the police. The empirical analysis 

based on a cross-sectional analysis of data from sixty urban 

neighborhoods, indicates that some forms of active or 

aggressive patrol may indeed deter certain types of criminal 

activity'. 
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DEV~LOPING POLICY RELEVANT TNFOR.'1ATION ON nETERREI\1CE: 
AGGRESSIVR POLIcn:r, ANn CRINE 

Urban service delivery in America unnerwent a fundamental transformation 

durin~ the last decades of the nineteenth and the first decades of this 

century. Urban police were not immune to this wave of reform; it stripped 

them of some welfare functions and chan~ed nolice responsihilities for dealing 

with crime. Police were given (or assumed) the responsilJility for preventing 

crime. Whether and how police can fulfill this mandate is a question about 

which scholars still disagree. Eric MonKonnen finds the notion quaint nut 

chimerical -- "doomed to failure" (1981 :4). lo7hile manv other researchers are 

equally critical, others suggest that police can prevent crime by implementing 

an aggressive patrol strategv. 1 That such a style of policing migbt: af.fect 

crime is consistent with the implications of the deterrence doctrine and has 

lon~ been an integral part of the folklore of police Admi.nistration. As with 

many public policies, solin evidence of aggressive patrol's impact on crime, 

its target, is difficult to provide. In fact, only research efforts with 

certain characteristics can provide policy relevant information ahout 

aggressive patrol's effects. 

EVALUATING PURLIC PROGRAMS 

Most public policies are not designed as ends in themselves: they are 

the means of bringing ahout some desired set of social conditions. The choice 

among policies, the evaluation of policies, and their continued justification 

requires assertions ahout their social impacts. If a policy is to he more 

than symbolic action, it must produce at least Some of the consequences its 

designers intend. 

Unfortunately, the connections hetween policy and social conditions are 

rarely well understood. In recent years, political scientists have 

I': t" ; 
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increasingly sturlied the eff.ects of government nrograms on society. However, 

the complexity of the c<'lusal. networks unelerlying such social conditions as 

crime or unemployment, for exa~ple, makes it difficult to isolate the effects 

of government programs, if indeed those progral'lS t,ave any eff.ects. As Susan 

Hansen noted in a recent review of policv anal~~es by political scientistR: 

"A sophisticated, TDulti-rUmensional evaluation might well find that the 

problem at hand is due to forces beyonn the control of the organizations being 

evaluated." (1983:29) ~tressing the. importance of understanding the 

connections between governmental action and social conditions, Hansen, in 

fact, defines policy analysis as "an explicitly focused, systematic analysis 

[sic] the outputs of government and their effects on society." (19R3:14) on 

Some investigators have concluded that there is little government 

pro~rams can do to shape social conditions. For examole, after stu~ying the 

relationship between the content and administration of state workmen's 

compensation laws and the coverage and benp.fits provide~ unner those laws, 

Joel Thompson concluded "policy outpnts ~ E!?E. important determinants of 

policy- outcomes." (19Rl:1151) The italics are his. Thompson obviously wanten 

to emphasize the general conclusion, althou~h in a non-italicized clause he 

did qualify this generalization by sayin!!: "at least in regard to workingmen's 

compensation." 

In other areas of public policy, evidence indicates that outputs do have 

quite noticable social impacts. Hansen, for example, found that differences 

in abortion policy among the states were strongly related to differences in 

s tate abortion rates in the years following the ~ .!.!.. ~ dec'ision (1980). 

Whatever the policy area, however, the key characteristics of policy 

relevant analyses of public programs are quite similar. In order for 

assessments of state action to provide information that may be of use to 

policy makers, an assessment must: 
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precisely -·spec i fy an:i mensure the content of the policy unrler review 
(the behavior of. government employees) 

precisely <>pecify and measure the particular social conditions that 
this hehavior is expecteo to affect 

precisely specify the postulated causal linkages between the 
policy and social conditions 

estimate the effects of the policy in the context of a 
well-'developed model of the social conditions., paying special 
attention to the possihility that social conditions generate 
policies. 

A prescription as seemingly simple as that above is all toe often difficult to 

implement. Fairly well-trodden areas of. policy inquiry all too freouently 

fail to satisfy the minimal criteria for either policy or theoretical 

utili.tV. 

In this paper, hoping hoth to provide useful information on the 

relationship between po1icin~ and crime and to illustr"lte some of the ge.neric 

problems in providing useful oolicy information, t-le evaluate the impact of an 

adf11inistrative response to street crime, an aggressive poli,ce natrol strategy. 

Analysts differ in their aSsessments of the deterrent ef.fects of aggressive 

pat~ol. Some scholars have found evidence that aggressive police patrol 

deters crime ('Roydstun, 1975; Wilson and Holann, 197R). Others cUsollte those 

findings and argue that there is no discernable relationship between rates of 

aggressive patrol and of crime (Jacob an~ Rich, 1980-1981). As uncertain as 

the outcome of this debate is, the debate itself. has been very useful. It has 

focused on al'id emphasized some of the most important problems in the current 

policy research on deterrence. 

In all policy areas, the precise specification of policy content is often 

fraught with difficulties. When we use authoritative statp.ments of the 

policy, such as laws or regulations, we all too often find that the concrete 

behavior of public officials and agencies contradicts those abstract 

t « 
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statements. The content of puhlic policy can probably he specifiect hest hV 

describio~ the hehavior of those governm.nt age~ts who are charged with the 

policy's execution. In the case of police patrol policies, this is the 

behavior of the patrol officers. What then is "aggressive patrol?" As James 

o. lUlson and Barbara Boland indicate, a~gressive patrol noes not "mean that 

the officer is hostile or harsh but rather that he maximizes the number of 

interventions in and observations of the community." (197R,370) Even this 

definition may not be specific enough, however. Are all sorts of 

interventions likely to deter crime? Wilson and Boland use traff.ic citations 

as their indicator of patrol aggressiveness, arguing that citation rates are 

indicative of a style of patrol in which more interventions of all sorts 

occur. 'But, it may be that time an officer spends issuing traffic citations 

reduces the time available for other off1.cer-initiAted activities, and traffic 

citations ha'le little face validity as a means of deterring crime. In the 

analysis that follows, we specify a set of activities that can be seen as part 

of an "aggressive patrol strategy." 

Precision in measuring social co~,di dons is also sometimes difficult to 

achJ~eve. Terms like "crime" cover a wine array of human behaviors, however. 

and it is as unlikely that there is a sing:le common cause or cure for crime as 

it is that there is a single cause or cure for "illness." In this analysis, 

we focus on specific sorts of crimes that may be deterred by specific sorts of 

police-initiated actions. 

Precision in the i~entification of policies and the social conditions 

they affect is an integral part of achieving greater precision in the theories 

about how government programs help produce changes in society., 'By reflnin~ 

and accumulating detailed information about ~ police can deter which crimes 

we provide a more secure and a more instructive base from which to look for 
., :, 
,) .. 
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the exact mechanisms through which the deterrent effects of police policies 

ooerate. 

The validity of the measures and the ~athematical models used to test 

relationships hetween policies and problems is also of prime concern. 

Neasurement is always imperfect and the fit between theory and model is at 

best only approximate. Yet the more confidence we have that our measures 

capture the concepts of concern with minimal error and the better the fit 

between models and real world conditions, the surer we can be of our 

findings. The analysis that follows, for in~tance, recognizes the possihility 

that crime levels affect patrol strategy, while it attempts to determine 

w~ether patrol strategy affects crime. 

PROBLEMS IN POLICY RESEARCH O~ CRIME AND THE POLICE 

Throughout the late 1960s and the 197 f1s both the number of studies 

analyzing the relationship between crime a.n~ policing and the statistical 

sophistication of these studies increaser' dramatically. The debate over the 

deterrent effects of aggressive patrol shouln he viewed in the context of a 

atetrence literature that generally lacks MOdels of exactly which police 

policies affect which crimes and relies he~vilv on seriously flawed indicators 

of both police action ann criminal activitv. These problems are obviously 

intertwined; the lack of more diverse ann oeaningful indicators has thwarted 

the elaboration of our models, and barren oodels do not drive us toward more 

so'phisticated measures ('olycoff~ 1982 and lvvcoff and Manning, 1983). 

Specifying Social Conditions 

Discussions of the reliability of official crime data are now le~ion (see 

Cook, 1977, 1980; Nagin, 1980; Wycoff., 1982 for summaries), though their 

gloomy conclusions are honored more in rhetoric than in research design. The 

basic altern3tive to official ,'ata 1s vtctimi;o:ation data derived from citi.zen 
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surveys. l.Jhi le some fi.eld exnerir.1ental anal· .. ses of deterrence use 

victimization data (e.~., ~elli.ng, et al., 1974), few cross-sectional 

deterrence studies use them (Wilson and Hol.nrl, 1976). Victi~ization rlata, 

however, are to be preferred in studies involvinp; a nu~l)er of departments. 

T~is is because denartments' reporting practices are a major source of 

systematic error in official crime data. T~at sonrce of systematic hias in 

the data is removed in victimization survey data so that rtifferences in 

departmental reporting practices do not masauerade as differences in criminal 

activity. 

The validity issues surrounding the use of official crime statistics have 

not received as much consideration as the better known reliahility issues. 4.5 

Mary Ann Wycoff and Peter Nanning indicate, in most sturlies of crime-focused 

policinp; "little rep;ard h<'ls been given to t~e conceptual complexity of crime 

itSf!lf." (1983). ~fost studies simply deal ~.ith all reported (UCR) crime or all 

Index crimes (e.g., Allison, 1972; Carr-Hill and Stern, lq73; Rhrlich~ 1973; 

Forst, 1976; Lenrl and Felson, 1977; HcPheters and Stronge, 1974; Morris anrl 

Tweeten, 1971; Orsagh, 1973; Phillips and Votey, 1972). Other researchers 

~ecop;nize a few conceptually compelling distinctions, such as that ~etween 

property and personal crime rates (e.p;., Avio anrl Clark, 1978; Chapman, 1974; 

Sjoquis~, 1973; Swimmer, 1974; Thaler, 1977). There have been, however, some 

researchers who analyze specific offense types separately (e.g., Cloninger and 

Sartorius, 1979; Ehrlich, 1975; Mathieson anrl 'Passell, 1976: Phillips, et a1., 

1976; Wilson and Boland, lQ76, 1978). These researchers reco~nize that 

populations of potential offenders, and their perceptions of risk and costs , 

may vary dramatically across different types of criminal activity. The 

"hedonistic calculus" of a potential robber 1!ay differ significantly from that 

of a potential vandal. Thus, it is important to sort out similar crimes in 

terms of their possible deterrents. 

iI 
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Specifyinp; Policy Content 

If analysts all too often think of crime as an undifferentiated set of 

phenomena, they alsl') frequently conceptualize and operationalize police 

activities in an overly general fashion. For example, measures of muni.:::ipal 

expenditures for police are quite oEten use~ as ~easures of police policy 

(e.g., AlliRon, 1972; Carr-Hill and Stern , 1973; Cloninp;er and Sartorius, 

lQ79; Ehrlich, 1973; Forst, 1976; Land and Felson, 1977; ~kPheters and 

Stronge, 1974; Swimmer, 1974). Such analyses assume that expenditures are 

closely related to police activity on the street. Rut expenditure measures 

invariably contain "Rurplus construct irrelevancies" (Cook and Campbell, 

1979); they include expenditures with no logical bearinp; on deterrence, as 

well as those that mi~,ht deter cr;~e.2 ~ th t t h ~ L'" \0 e ex en t at non-crime outlays 

account for variation in expenditures anrl vary with crime rates, the inverse 

relationship between expenditures and crime, which has heretofore been duhbed 

deterrence, is spurious (Morris and Tweeten, 1971). 

Another service input measure commonly used as nn indicator of poltce 

action is some rate based on the total number of police in a iurisdiction 

(Allison, 1972; Carr-Hill and Rtern, 1973; Chapman, 1974; Cloninger and 

Sartorius, 1979; Horris and Tweeten, 1971; Hathieson anrl Passel, 1976: Orsa~h, 

1973; Phillips and Votey, 1976; Thaler, 1977). Although this type of measure 

seems clearly superior to expenditure data, "police on the payroll" may not 

imply "police on the street" (Wilson and Roland, 1978:370). One police 

departMent may, for example, require two officers in each car, and another may 

allow only one. These forces might have the same numher of employe~s, but 

they would vary dra~atica:IJ' in their visibility in the community (Ostrom, 

1983). 

A nu~ber of o'~her "natural variation" deterrence studies use data on 

police <'Irrest or clearance rates as their measures of policy content (~"io and 

L. ~_.~ _____ ---": ______ ~_--'-____ _ 1 --

_ ________________________ .. ____ '~'~' __________ , ________________________ .. ________ ~ ______________ .a~ __ .. ____________ ~ ________ .. __ ~--------~--
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Clark, 1978; Chapman, 1974; Cloninger and Sartorius, 1979; Ehrlich, 1975; 

Jacob and Rich, 1980-81; Mathieson and Passell, 19i'6; Phillips and Votey, 

1972; Phillipst et a1., 1976; Sjoquist, 1973; Thaler. It)77; Wilson anil Roland, 

1978). Such studies claims to internal and construct valirli ty are far from 

compelling. All of these studies use official crime statistics and arrest 

data as indicators of levels of criminal and police behavior, even though the 

reliability of police department generated data is highly suspect in 

cross-sectional analyses (Sherman and Glick, 1982). 

Though there are exceptions, most of these cross-sectional studies offer. 

information of limited policy relevance. Sturlies based on input measures 

(i.e., personnel or expenditures) provide some useful information, hut they 

give us no insight into the nature of the causal links hetween these input 

measures and crime rates. It is, after all, not simply the resources but how 

these resources are used that has an impact on the crime problem. Analyses of 

input measures do not identify effective agency technologies or indicate the 

usefulness of alternative allocation strategies given a fixed resource base. 

Even those analyses that analyze the effects of output measures (e.g., 

a~gregate arrest or c!i.earance rates) are of limiterl usefulness, leaving 

unanswered the important questions of how one increases arrests anil failing to 

address issues as to exactly who should he arrested. 

Finally, most quasi-experimental studies use indicators with somewhat 

higher face validity as measures of police activities. Many such studies 

involve analyses of the introduction of various patrol deployment 

strat.egies -- preventive auto patrol (Xelling, et a1., 1974), foot patrol 

(Police Foundation, 1981), directed patrol (Cordner, 1981; Larson and ~lncie, 

1982), and team policing (Schwartz and Clarren, 1978).3 These studies are in 

some ways our best tests of the deterrent capability of police (see Cook, 

-----------------------=<~.,------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~---
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1980). These studies provide our most useful results hecause of their much 

more precise specification of policy content and their strong claims to 

~nternal and construct validity (see Cook and Campbell, 1979, for a detailed 

discussion of the various forms of invalidity). However, the external validity 

of these field experimental studies is questionable. Any observed effects may 

vanish with only minor changes in the strength of the treatment, its 

implementation, personnel characteristics, or some other aspect of the test 

environment. 

Linking Aggressive Patrol and Crime 

As Figure I indicates, the relationshin hetween aggressive patrol and 

crime might take a variety of forms: 4 

1. Aggressive patrol might lead to a higher arrest rate. Potential 

offenders would correctly perceive the higher likelihood of 

apprehension and would reduce their activi.tv levels. Victimizations 

woald fall, as would reported crime. 

2. Aggressive patrol might have no discernihle effect on arrest rates, 

but might simply make potential offenders think that their 

probability of apprehension had changed. They would reduce their 

activity, and victimizations and reportee'! c)"ime would decrease. 

3. Aggressive patrol might increase the conta:ct of police with citi?ens 

and increase the lIkelihood that citizens will report 

victimizations. ~.Jhile it would ha'Te no effect on victimizations, 

active patrol might thus increase reported crime. 

4. Aggressive patrol might alienate citizens, causing them to lose 

allegiance to societal norms. These aUenated citizens would then 

increase their levels of criminal activity, increasing victimization 

and reported crime. 
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Aggressive patrol might alienate citizen!;: from the police" making 

them less likely to report criMe an~ reducing the reoorte~ crime 

rate, while having no effect on victimization. 

The first three of these five possible relationships have found some support 

in previous research. Neither the fourth nor fifth possibilities are 

supporteri by analysis of the data on \o1hich this research is hased (l~hitaker, 

~&., 1(84). 

The most comprehensive discllssion of the relationship between ag~ressive 

patrol and crime is that offered 1)y James Q. t<1ilson and Barhara Roland (1978). 

Wilson and Boland maintain that an active patrol strategy does deter crime. 

They ar~ue that aggressive patrol yields a higher arr.:!st rate -- "the police 

are more likely to find fugitives, detect contraband ••• 3nd apprehen~ persons 

fleeing from the scene of a cri.me" (1 97R: 17 3) - which in turn deters crtme~ 

But they also discuss the possihility that aggressive patrol affects crime 

directly, "tf it leads would-be offenders to believe that their chances of 

being arrested have increased, even though they ha'Te not'· (l97R:374). 

Wilson and Boland analyze the effects of police p~actices on three types 

of crime (robbery, burglary, and auto theft) bv estimating the parameters of a 

system of simultaneous equations. Their. results suggest that aggressive 

patrol deters robbery, although in their data it affects neither burglary nor 

auto theft. This analysis, however, rests on a numher of questionable 

assumptions: 1) that the rate at which traffic citations are issued is a 

valid indicator of aggressiveness, ann 2) that the level of aggressiveness is 

unaffecten hy the level of crime in a cOl'llmunity. Furthermore, the estimate of 

the effect of arrest rates on crime is predicated on the ar~uable assumption 

that aggressiveness has no direct effect on crime. 

rFi~ure I Ahout qere] 

-----'--
II 

However troublesome these assumptions may be, Wilson and ~oland's 

conclusionB are consistent ~-1ith an eftrli.er analysis of the deterrent pO\07er of 

one form (arguably, the core) of ag~rressive patr.ol. .John Boydstun (l (75) 

analyzed the effects of suspending "field interrogations" in one section of 

San Diego for nine months. He found that reported crime (noticeahly malicious 

mischief /disturhance) increased significantly when the field interrc)gation 

ceased ann then decreased (especially petty theft) when they resumed. Since 

few of the field interrogations (2%) resulted in an arrest and significant 

changes in arrests were not associated with significant changes in crime, 

Roydstern concluded that the deterrent effect of active patrol den.ved "mainly 

from the field interrogation process itself" (1975:40).5 

In response to Wilson and Boland's stuny, Herhert Jacob and }1ichael R.ich 

(19'30-81) examined 10ngitucUnal dftta frolll ten cities and found that "the 

relationship between moving violations and rohbery arrests -- whether f.or the 

same year or whether lagged by one year -- varies greatly from cit'! to city.·· 

(1980--81: 113) For some cities the relationshi.p between these two q\\antities 

was negative but for others the relationship was positive. This findinF, has 

one of two implications: 1) that traffic enforcement patterns are not an 

accurate reflection of the elements of an aggressive patrol strategy, as Jacob 

and Rich contend, or 2) that arrest rates are unaffected by aggressiveness. 

Jacob and R.ich also present evi.dence suggesting that aggressive patrol has no 

deterrent effect. To the contrary, they argue, "in some cities -police 

activi ty actually increases the recorded l:'obbery rate" (l980-R1: 120) by 

inducing citizens to report such victimizations. 

ELARORATING MODELS OF AGGRESSIVENESS AND r.RI IE 

The current analysis differs markerlly from earlier studies. Because of 

our data base we are able to develop more precise measures of both crime and 
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aggressive police action. We use neither cities nor sectors within a single 

city as our unit of analysis. nut" data are sensitive to intra-city variations 

in police practices, yet cover a broarl spectrum of urban and suburhan 

residential areas served by twenty-four police departments. We use data on 

sixty residential neighborhoods in three metropolitan areas -- Rochester, NY; 

St. Louis, MO; and Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL. We estimate rates for four types 

of patrol aggressiveness through the nirect ohservation of officers on patrol 

in these neighborhoons, and we measure criminal behavior by victimization 

surveys in these neighborhoods (see Appendix I for a discussion of the data 

base) • 

The richness of the data set allows us to consiner the effects of four 

distinct forms of officer-in~t4ated actt"\'l"tl"es. (Th ~ L e exact operationalization 

of each of our variahles appears in Appendix II.) The first of these, which 

has thus far received the greatest attention, is officer-initiated suspicion 

stops; we analyze the effect of officers' propensities to investigate 

suspicious individuals, vehicles, or circumstances. A second category 

includes officer-initiated investigatory activittes such as warrantless 

searches, crime scene inspections, anrl the questioning of potential witnesses 

beyond the immediate scene. The rate of residential security checks is our 

third indicator. The rat t hi h d e a w c proactive orer maintenance interventions 

occur (with drunks, public nuisances, juveniles, ann loiterers) in a 

neighborhood is our fourth measure. o Although Wils~n and Roland (1978) 

suggest that the four forms of proactivity that we stuny might be mUltiple 

indicators of a single or~anizational "pthos" of aggressiveness, none of the 

correlations among the four was great in our data (the largest was .16). 

Although we expect that some sorts of aggressive behavior are more 

effective against ce~tain crimes, we estimate the eff.ects of these four police 

behaviors on the victimization rates ror five different types of 

.. 
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crimes--rohberv, burglary, motor vehicle theft, theEt of goods from autos, and 

vandalism. l.J'hile victim survey!,; are not without their faults, their validity 

and reliabilit~T a't'e "well within the norMal range of the instruments of social 

science" (DepartMent of Justice, 1981: 22), and they are especially 

appropriate for comparisons across departments~ since they a't'e free of 

department based biases. 

rfigure II About He't'e] 

The Hodel 

As Figure II indicates, we hypothesi7.e that the relationship between 

pat't'ol aggressiveness and victimization is direct ann does not operate 

indirectly throug~ changes in the arrest rate. This assumption is suppo't'ted 

hy two observations. first, hoth the San Diego experiment ann our oiata 

indicate that suspicion stops rarely culminate in arrest -- only 2 percent in 

the San Diego experiment (~oynstun, 1975: 40) aod 1.9 percent of the stops in 

our data. ~econd, Boydston's study showed no consistent relationship between 

rate of interrogation and arrest rates (31-3).7 

Figure II also indicates that our analysis may not be free from the 

simultaneity that plagues most deter't'ence studtes. However, it is not clea't' 

exactly what sign any simultaneity bias might take. There are sounrl 

theoretical arguments both for a bias that diminishes or hides any deterrent 

effect anrl a bias that masquerades as a deterrent effect. Each of the 

victimization rates that we study will he positively correlated with the total 

victimization rate. Total victimizations ~il1 tn turn he positively related 

to the reported crime rate. Reported crime I~Y be relaterl to aggressiveness 

either directly or indirectly. A higher c't'ime rate in a neighborhood may 

directly make officers feel that an aggressive patrol policy is necessary. 

Such greater aggressiveness due to more reoorted cri~e would statistica~lY 

..... 
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dampen any neterrent effect that might exist. Conversely~ the crime rate 

should be positively relaten to an officer's workloan, which shouln be 

inversely related to aggressiveness -- the higher the demands for reactive 

policing, the less time for officer-initiaten actions. Thus a lower assi~ed 

work load might be mistaken for deterrence. (This form of feedback is 

minimized to the extent that a higher reported crime rate in an area leads to 

the allocation of more patrol units to that area~ resulting in a lower 

workload for individual officers ann. more time to engage in aggressive patrol 

work.) Because either of these forms of reciprocity would intronuce bias in 

ordinary least squares (OLS) regression estimation, where possible we estimate 

our model's paral'leters with both OLS and two-stage least squares (2SLS). 

\-1e anticipate that suspicion stops tv! 11 he effective against all five of 

the crimes our data permits us to analyse (robbery, burglarv, auto theft, 

theft from an auto, and vandalism). Each of these criMinal activities 

typically involves some puhli.c exposur.e on the part of the wOlllcl-be criminal. 

Such exposure might make him liahle to a suspicion stop ann hence more 

apprehensive about committing that crime in a place where police make such 

stops at higher rates. Officer-initiaten investigations might similarlT have 

a deterrent effect on all sorts of crime committecl in public view. Much of 

the additional evidence police may collect in these investigations is that 

from eye-witnesses who are not on the scene when police arrive. Greenberg and 

his colleagues, found that most arrests result from witnesses' irlentificat'lon 

of suspects during the initial investigation of a reported crime (1975). 

Thus, this form of aggressive patrol may also be the one most closely related 

to increased arrests ann indirectly deter crime in that way. Resirlential 

security checks, in contrast, should mainly deter burglary ann vandalism. 

They might have some effect on motor vehicle theft and theft from vehicles, 

but presuMably li.ttle impact on robbery, which, unlike crimes of stealth, 

r . 
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requires that the victim be present. Order maintenance interventions, 

hOtvever, may be expecten to deter all rive of the crimes sturlied. As James Q. 

Wilson and George Kelling argue, police activity of this kind reassures 

citizens and helps encourage a positive attitude toward police and the 

neighborhood which may lean to actions which reduce crime (1982). 

The relationships outlined in Figure II imply responses over time. Our 

data are cross-sectional, but we assume the factors in the figure are parts of 

a stable system. Interviews with police officials in our cities indicate that 

this is a reasonable assumption. Part of the debate between Jacoh and Rich 

(1980-81, 1981-82) and l<1ilson ann Rolann (1978, 1981-82) revolves around 

whether time series or cross-sectional rlata are more approoriate for analyses 

of the effects of aggressive patrol. Wilson ann Roland (1981-82) are probahly 

correct in arg\li~g that the greater variation found in cross-sectional 

analyses allows for a better test of the general relationship between crime 

and aggressiveness. However, lc.ngitudinal analyses may reflect more 

accurately the practical utility of policy change; relationships identified in 

cross-sectional research do not necessarily imply that the manipulation of the 

independent variables will, in a real world environment, result in change in 

the dependent variable. Since we are usin~ cross-sectional data, we most 

directly address the general relationship between crime ann proactive patrol .. 

We do not find this troublesome because the existence of such a general. 

relationship has yet to be firmly establishecl. ~uch a relationship is a 

necessary, if not sufficient, requirement for the deterrent effect of a policy 

of aggressive police patroling. 

Because factors other than police activity influence victimization rates 

and may confound the relationship between aggressive patrol ann crime, several 

other variables are included in our models. First, we want to separate the 
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effects of aggressive patrol from those of the level of patrol. We no this by 

controlling for nensity of patrol in a neighhorhood. Police density is 

operationalized as the amount of patrol time per square mile in a 

neighborhood, during an average 40 hour work week. Neighborhood and 

population characteristics also appear in our models: the amount of poverty 

in a neighborhood, neighborhood racial composition, the percenta~e of the 

neighborhood population which is male and between the ages of fourteen and 

twenty-three (i.e., arrest-prone), the level of residential instahility in our 

neighborhoods, and the proportion of the households with a high income. 

Descriptive statistics and a zero order correlation matrix for all the 

variables included in our analysis appear in Appendix III. 

The levels of aggressive patrol behavior in our neighbot;'hoods are 

nifficult to compare with those elsewhere. The only groRsly comparable data 

deal with sllspicion stops come from the Ran Diego experiment. While our 

neighborhoods averaged from 0 to 3.9 suspicion stops for each 40 hour period 

(roughly 0 to 78 per month), the test areas in San Oiego averaged between 14 

and 88 field interrogations per month. No comparative d~ta are available for 

other forms of aggressive patrol. Officers in our 60 neighborhoo~s performed 

an average of 2.6 residential security checks in::~very 40 hours of 

observation, and they initiated investig~tive action in roughly half of their 

crime encounters. Order maintenance interventions occurred roughly once in 

every 80 hours of observation, on average. 

Some of the victimization rates reporten in our neighborhoods are much 

lower than the general urban rates reported in other citizen surveys 

(Hindelang, et al., 1977:406). The responnents report an average of only four 

robberies per 1,000 residents for 1976, while cities in the national crime 

survey report ~lch higher rates for 1975 (e.~., Chicago, 34.7; Portland, 15.7; 

Dallas, 12.3; Atlanta, 17.6). Only in our worst neighborhood was the robberv 
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rate similar to that found in the national survey (Le., 18.'1). Our auto 

theft rates (13.5) are also lower than general urban rates (range for the 13 

cities--23 to 73 per 1000 households). These 10Her rates are probably 

attributable to two factors. First, our nei~hborhoo~s rlo not include the very 

worst of the residential areas. Second, for our purposes, we are only 

interested in victimizations that occurred inside our neighborhoods. If one of 

our respondents was robbed elsewhere, that robbery was not includeti in our 

measure of neighborhoo~ victimization. Or, if a resident's car was stolen 

outside the neighborhood ~ that ~>las not counted in computing our measure. 

Conversely, victimizations occurring in the neighborhoorl out suffered by 

non-residents are not captured in our victiMiz~tion data. ~esoondents in our 

survey report hurglary rates (95 per 1000) much closer to those in other cities 

(range--77 to 174) and very similar to that for Philadelphia) (ql). That the 

second factor niscusserl above may account for much of the nifference hetween 

our robbery and auto theft rates and thoRe of national surveys is supported hy 

the greater congruence of our burglary rates trlth national survey burglary 

data. Data for comparisons are not available on thefts from autos or 

vandalism. 

Our victimization survey requested information on victimizations in the 

nei~hborhood during the last year. Highly transient neighborhoods will thus 

have reported artificially low victimization rates. As an an;ustment fot' this 

problem, we hase our victimization rates only on those nei~hborhood responnents 

who had resided in the neighborhood for at least a year. 8 

We estimate separate equations for each of the five kinrls of 

victimi?ation. As the equation below indicates, each model contains all of 

the neighborhood characteristics and the four proactivity measures. 
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where: 

Xl = robbery rate (per 1000 persons) 

X2 = burglary rate (per 1000 householns) 

= theft from auto rate (per 1000 households) 

X4 = auto theft rate (per 1000 hOl1seho1cts) 

X5 = vandalism rate (per 1000 households) 

X6 = suspicion stops (per 40 houre) 

wi th officer-initiated investi~ation X7 = percent of crime encounters 

Xs = residential security checks (per 40 hours) 

X9 = order maintenance interventions (Der 40 hours) 

X10 patrol density (per 40 hours per square ~ile) 

Xu = percent of neighborhood hOllseholrls with less than $5000 incoTTle 

X12 = percent minority residents in neighhorhood 

Xl3 = percent young males in neighborhood 

X14 = percent resinents in neighhorhood less than one year 

XIS = percent of nei~hborhood households with over $25000 income 

The Findings 

1 i in Table 1 Durin~ the course of The results of our OLS ana ys s appear • ~ 

the discllssion 7 we will give some attention to those coefficients that are at 

least equal to their stan~ard errors, but we will pay closest attention to 

those coefficien~s roughly twice their standard errors. The outcome for at 

least one of our measures of ,patrol aggressiveness or activity seems very 

d nt Susnicion stops show quite a stron~ promising for the eterrence argume. r 

inverse relationship with robbery victi.mization rates (1) ::; -1.27, B ::; -.2i). 

The effects of this variable on auto theft rates (b = -3.42, ~ - -.20) and 

( 8 40 n -.20) are somewhat stronger but not as Rtable. vandalisfll rates b = - • n, D ::; 
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The coefficients for the two other offenses, although in the direction 

predicted by the deterrence argument, are auite small. 

(Table 1 Abollt Flere) 

The findings for the other proactivi ty 'l1easut"es are not at all as 

supportive of the neterrence argument. The rate at whIch officers carry out 

residential security checks shows a conRistently negative relationship with 

the level of victimization in a neighborhood, but the size of the relationship 

is notahle only with vandalism (b = -2.27, B = -.26). Neither order 

maintenance interventions nor investigative actions bear a consistent 

relationship to victtmization. However, order maintenance interventions have 

a ~arginal effect on level of vandalism in a neighhorhoorl (b = -11.49, 

B = -.12). \-1ith investigative action comes our only ano~alolls finding - it 

is positively related t~ the level of auto theft (b = .22, B = .16).9 

The basic findin~ in the OLS analysis is that the level of suspicion 

stops is the most effective type of aggressive patrol; it has the most 

consistent, significant effect on crime. We alRo find that van~alism is the 

crime most sensitive to several forms of Droactivity; three of the four 

activities have some negative effect on that victimization rate.IO 

The density of police patrol consistently sho'~s a positive relationsh!D 

with the level of victimization. This is attributable to the reciprocity in 

the model. Police administrators allocate resources to neighborhoods throu~h 

a formula based, in part, on reported criMe: victimization in our data is 

positively correlated ~'ith reported crime. Any deterrence or displacement 

that the polic2 presence might generate, in these data, ts overwhelme~ bv this 

feedback. 

The neighhorhood characteristics in our victimization equations serve 

only as control variahles, but a rew of the findin~s related to these measures 

- ------~---~---~-------"----
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The percent Of the neighborhood's population that is male are worthy of note. 

and hetween fourteen and twenty-thr~e years of age seems to be an important 

determinant of victimizatlon eve s. ~. " 1 1 Thl"~ l",S consistent with earlier findings 

using analogous indicators (Avio and Clark, 1978; Land and Feison, 1977; 

~orris and Tweeten, 1971; Orsagh, 1973; Thaler~ 1977). Interestingly, the 

Its magnitude of this variable's effect varies by the type of victimization. 

impact is greatest on thefts from autos (b = 10.63~ B = .62) and burglaries 

(b = 10.29, B = .44) and smallest on robberies (b = .23, R = .10). The effect 

of percent minority also depends on the type of vic~imization under 

consideration: for robbery its effect is positive and marginally significant; 

for vandalism its effect is strongly negative; for the remaining three types 

of victimizations it has no lscernllJ e e ec. d " "~l fr~ t The level of residential 

instability displays, for four of our victi~ization tvpes, an inverse 

relationship with crime level. This relationship is rat~er puzzling; it is 

the opposite of what one expects. Possibly, lower crime neighhorhoods attract 

new residents. 

Ideally, we would now present the results for a 2SLS analysis, which 

would give uS unbiased parameter estimates for our patrol density measure and 

all our aggressiveness meas1lres--i.e., purified of any reciprocity with 

victimization. In our attempts to develop purified aggressive patrol 

estimates, we used four variables which, according to theory, bear no direct 

relati.onship with victimization levels in a neighborhood: 1) the average 

number of years of police experience for the patrol officers in a depa~tment, 

2) the size of an officer's department, 3) the percent of officers in the 

department who beli~Je that politics has no effect on departmental policies, 

4) the average number of contacts that an officer has with a supervisor during 

a single shift. Interestingly, neither these nor other department or officer 

characteristics proved useful in modeling the level of investigative 
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activities, order maintenance interventions, or resiciential security checks. 

For suspicion stops, however, these four variahles work quite well, and we 

generate a satisfactory estimate of suspicion stops. 

The results of the two stage analysis for suspicion stops (see Table 2) 

suggests that our earlier results may he minimal estimates of its crime 

prevention effects. The btas generated by simultaneity, at least for these 

data and this measure, seems to diminish suspicion stops' deterrent effect; 

higher victimization rates seem to generate more suspicion stops. In our two 

stage model, the coefficients for our suspicion stop indicator remain negative 

and beco~e larger. For four of the five offenses (robbery, hurglary, auto 

theft, ann vandalism), the rat., coefficient now exceeds an amount double its 

standard error. Only with theft from an auto does the coefficient hover near 

its standarn error. 

Similar 2SLS with our other aggressiveness or activity measures might 

lead to similar results; the effects of these measures might become more 

negative and significant. However, such a result is not a certainty. Higher 

victimization levels may not lead to hi~her levels of order maintenance 

interventions, investi~ative activity, or residential security checks. 

Lest we mistake a deterrent effect for a displacement effect. we analyzed 

the deviations of the actual victimization rates from the rates we predicted 

with the OLS model. If high levels of suspici,on stops merelv displace rather 

than deter crime, we would p.xpect to find that neighborhoods that are adjacent 

to neighborhoods with appreciably higher rates of suspicion stops would have a 

higher victimization rate than we would otherwise predict. We would expect~ 

in other words, their residuals to be positive. Not all of our neighborhoods 

are contiguous; thirty-four bordered at least one other 'study neighborhood, in 

thirteen of those the suspicion stop rate was at least one standard neviation 
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(.92) lower than the rate in an adjacent neighhorhood. While our test of this 

hypothesis is only sug~estive, as ~able 3 s~ows, there is no evi~ence that 

suspicion stops displace crime. For each victimization type, the actual 

level of crime in those neighborhoods with lower rates of suspicion stops than 

contiguous neighborhoods is, more often than not, lower than we predicte~. 

[Table 3 About ijereJ 

CONCLUSIONS 

This analysis indicates that some aggressivp- patrol activities in a 

neig;hborhood may reduce victimizations in that neighborhood. The simpli~ity 

of that statement may, however, be deceiving. Wilson and Bolan~ ar~ue that 

aggressive patrol is a complex of behaviors that ~erives from a departmontal 

"ethos" instilled by organiuttional and political leaders. to/hen We look at a 

variety of proactive behaviors that shoul1 all fall un~er the ruhric of 

"aggressive patrol," however, we finrl that they display quite low 

intercorrelations. In part, that might he expected. Residential security 

checks will probahly not occur in the same neighborhoods where conditions are 

conducive to high levels of suspicion stops. However, one would, if such an 

ethos is operative, expect such behaviors as suspicion stops, order 

maintenance interventions, and investigative action to occur within the santoa 

areas. But in our data they do not, and we ~st ask if there is, in fact, 

some complex of behavior that derives from an aggressive, professional ethic. 

In the same way that we discover that "aggressiveness" may not be of a 

single piece, we find that the effects of various proactive patrol activities 

may vary dramatically. Suspicion stops apoear to deter several types of 

crime, but the effects of other forms of active patrol are nct as clear. ~he 

deterrent effects of the other aspects of proactive patrol may have been 

underestimated in our OLS analysis, but we cannot be sure. 
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Our analysis cannot clarify one important question: What i.s the 

mechanism through which suspicion stops work to generate deterrence? Is it 

through arrest rates or is its effect direct? We assume that the effect is 

ciirect, and \V'e can mar.shal some support for that assumption. Few of our stops 

resulted in arrests, and that form of proactivity that shouln be of most help 

in generating arrest (investigative action) had no effect on victimi~ations. 

Our assumption, however, must still be counteri as simply that. So few arrests 

were observed in our nata that we cannot analyze the effects Qf arrests on 

crime. This uncert.rdnty clouds the policy implications of our findings. 

suspicion stops have a direct effect, then we know quite clearly what 

If 

technology must he applied: suspicion stop rates shoul.i he increased. 

However, if the effect is indirect through arrest, then we could consider a 

broad set of reforms directer'/ ~t increased arrest rates. Aggrel;sive patrol is 

only one possible technology within that set. 

~he ~eneral policy implications of our ef.fort are also far from clear. 

Whether what we discover in a cross-sectional analysis has any itllplications 

for. the implementation of a policy change -in a'single jur:i.sdiction is 

debatable. However, the San Diego experiment indicates that temporal changes 

in field interrop.;ations rli.d affect crime rates in one city., That study, 

unfortunately, offers no evidence on the probable '~esul ts of a 10nR-term 

strategy of high suspicion stop rates. Nor does our analvsis address the issue 

of implementation. What types of orgarti~ational arrangements or incentives 

might induce patrol officers to change their styles of patrol? Another W1iCY 

caveat concerns our limi ted analysis of riisplacement. "Thile one nepartment 

mi~ht not mind simpl), displacing crime into another. ciepartment's ;urisdiction, 

this represents a poor crime control strategy for the society as a whole. 

Until we can get some hetter evidence on possible crime displacement causen by 

increased suspicion stops, this is a rather risky technology to adopt. 
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Furthermore, we have little idea ~l7hat negative sirle eff.\cts might accompan,! an 

increase in Duspicion stops or other forms of aggressive patrol. Such issues 

must be addressed before we can support the use of suspicion stops as an 

effective crime fighting technolo~y.l1 

The ambiguity of the policy implications of our analysis are not terribly 

disturbing, because research on aggressive patrol is still in its preliminary 

stages. Our findings offer some hope that proactive patrol may ~eter crbfte. 

but we agree with Jacob and Rich that "we neeci to look further hefore we 

announce that aggressive patrol deters crime" (1980-81:121). 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 • Throughout the text we will use the ter~s aggressive patrol and 

proactive patrol interchangeably. They both refer to the general 

manner of policing discussed by Wilson and ~oland (1978). 

2. Elinor Ostrom, for example, argues that differences in expenditure lev~ls 

for police may, in part, reflect differences in municipal union strength 

rather than var)ring levels of crim('-focused police activity (Ostrom, 

1983). 

3. Other field experimental studies are simply analyses of the effects of 

substantial changes in police patrol levels (see Chaiken~ 1978 or 

Zimring, 1978 for a review of these exoeriments). 

4. These relationships are expressed in phrasing suggestive of experimental 

manipulation of the level of ~roactive patrol. The,! could as easily he 

phrased to suggest a cross-sectional relationship between crime anti 

aggressive patrol. 

5. Gary Cordner's (1981) analysis of the P~utiac directed patrol experiment 

is another quasi-experiment that touches on the effects of proactive 

patrol. The treatment in this field experiment, however, is 

multi-faceted, and it is impossible to determine whether tt was changes 

in the levels of directed patrol, field interrogations~ puhlic relations 

contacts, or arrests that generated the changes in the crime level. 

6. We omit traffic citations (Wilson and Boland's measure [1978]) from our 

analysis because we consider our measures much more theoretically sound 

indicators of proactive, crime-seeking behavior. Interestingly, though, 

in these data the neighborhood level correlation between suspicion stops 

and traffic citations per officer is quite high (r - .67). 

7. Statistically, this assumption ,is of little importance. If our 

assumption is incorrect, our estimate for the effects of active patrol is 
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\~ simply the pt'oduct of t\-10 paths (acti\·e oatrol-arrest-victimization) 

\1 rather than the parameter for a simple path. The real importance of the 

assumption is suhstantive. 

R. ~-1hen we run the model with all victimizations, the results for our police 

variables do not differ dramntically. Our estimates also failed to change 

when we anded dummy variables representing the three SXSAs from which our 

data were gathered. 

9. Our measure of officer-initiaten investigations may involve considerable 

measut'ement et'ror since it is calculate~ as a percentage of crime-related 

encounters and those are ~uite infrequent in some stuny neighhorhoods. 

10. Our sllspicion stop, order maintenance interventi.on anrl security check 

indica tot's reflect the behavioral propensities of the average officer or 

unit in a neighborhood. These mea~UTes do not reflect the freQ\lenCV with 

which such behaviot's occur in a neighborhoon. The absolute frequency of 

e;).ch hehavior depends on both officers' propensities and the nU1"1her of. 

units opeL3ting in a neighborhooo. That it may be frequency. r~ther than 

propensity, which 2f.fects victimi7.atio~s is a possibil~ty we investigate~ 

by analyzing the effects of an interaction term derived by multiplying 

',' ~ nu~ber of units in a neighborhood by the neighhorhood average for 

each type of aggressive behavior. The results of this investigation do 

not vary greatly from results based solely on the average aggressiveness 

of the officers. 

11. We are pursuing some of these issues in other efforts. For a preliminary 

analysis of the determinant of patrol oroactivity, see [~eleted]. For 

an analysis of the effects of aggressive patrol on citizens' attitudes, 

see [deleted]. 
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App~nd l'( I: The Data. -- Compon~llto lintI Cn 11ect torl Pr.)Ct~nljrt:!s 

The dllta were provideci by the Police Services Study, a research p["I)ject 

cI)llducted jOLntly by the Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis at 

Indiana University ill Bloomington anel the Center for Urban and Regional 

Stlldiec; at the University of North Carolina at Chapel lUll between 1974 and 

11):30. Part of the project consisted of intensive data collection tn 

tW~l\ty-four locill pol ice depart-nents. On-site data collection was conducted 

in the Sllmlller I)f 1977 by research teams assigned to three metropolitan area$ 

in which the departllents tlTere located: Rochester, New York; St~ touis, 

Mi!'lsC)uri.; and T.3:npa-St. 1?etersburg, Florina. T)epart-nents were selc;!:ctect ill 

ench SMSA CI') prociuce a sample which wouht reElect Il rough c['\)sS-sectlon of 

organ1.z.'l.t ional Clrrangementc; and service condit ions fc)r urhan pol i.cing til tilt-> 

Unit~ct States. Tlle sample is thuR not r(~presentative of the Clltf.r"! POpltl.Hfo'lll 

of. pollce depart-nent,; In the United States, but includes a wide array of 

p\)J.ice in urhlill and suburhan ri:!:sidential arelis. 

Although some data LnstClJments rel1.er! upon agency records, most 

tel!hniqlles were resellrcher-intensive -- conducted independently of agency 

':Iuppl il:!d data. Research focused on pat rol service to the sixty resident ial 

neighborhoods used Ln this study. These neighhorhoods were selected to 

reflect Il cross-section of the ['esidential service conditions with which e:tc:h 

rlepart1nent had to deal. Ethnici.ty and family income of residents served as 

the pri.llcipal selection criteria, most neighborhoods hein~ either 

predolilLnantly white or predominantly non-white. 

Two Major datl'l sets from the Police Services Study were use:i in the 

COllstr.uctton of the variahles in this stlloy. The flC"st~ t)hscrlfatttln of. 

pat r:)l officer':;, involved 7200 hours of in-person ohser.vat ton hy tra tned 

resear.cher,; :)E more than 50c) patr()l of.ficers in a matl!hed sample (for day of 
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we(!k a:lci time oF. clay) of 15 shifts EoI:' each of the nO neighbot"hoorls. 1)11rt l lg' 

this tilne per.iorl, 568R police-ci.tizen encollnt~r.s inlTolving rnore than 10,000 

citi.zens were observed. Uetailerl codin5 of each encounter covered GSO 

variables, including how the encounter was in1.ttaterl and what the officer di.t. 

6. summary of the non-encount,~ r events on each shi F.t was also coded. Our 

indic;ltors of police actiITities are neighborhood-level aggregations of thesl! 

data, elich representing a rate of activity per patrol per eight hour 'ihlft in 

a neighborhood. 

Tile source of our v'lct imizat lon and demogr.:tphic rlata was a survey of ~ 

r.indom sample oF. neighborhood resiltents. A.pproximately 200 resi.tents pel" 

11elghborhood were interviewed by telephone. There were 172 items per 

interview, inclncii.ng r.espondent characteri.sticrs and Itt)us(!hold victI.Jni?:::t.tinn. 

Tl-tes(! data were aggregated tl) co'nprise our crilne antt socioecoJlomh~ ITarlahh~s .. 

The organi:;>;:'lt tonal characteristicrs usee! in estl,nating Predicted 

Su~plcion Stops Eor the two-stage analysis were constrllcterl from agel\cy 

r~e()t"ds, surveys of ,)fficers in each depart·nent, ;md thl:! patr'll observat ill" 

data. 
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~PPRND[X [(: Operationalization of Variables 

VlGT [MilAT [ON RATF.S 

(All ITictilnization rates are ~')ased on data for 1)01y those respondents 

whu had r~s iderl in the neighborhoo,.i for at least one yaar. All victimtzat lOllS 

l)ccllrrc:!cl tn tht:! study neighborhood and withi., one year of the interview.) 

'Burglary ~per 1000 households) includes burglartes» atte,npted burgladeR 

and break-ins. 

~.,bbe ry (per lOOO residents) includes robberies and atte'npted robberies. 

Autn theEt (per 1000 hous~hollis) i 1 i '" nc .u. es motor vehicle theft and 

attempted motor vehicle theft. 

Theft from Auto (per 1000 h h Ii ) i l:i ouse 0 I S fie u. es theft from 'RotOr: vehich~; 

~ttempteli theFt from motor vl:::!hl·'te,· hre".l'-in . t I' 
'" - "'" 1110 motor W~llcte; and 

at te,nptecl br.eak-in into mott)r vehicle. 

p~nACT[V": SBHAVIORS 

Suspicion stops are expressed a$ rate per 40 hour'.s (>f observed time. ancl 

inclurle the follo~ln2 types of encounters'. 1 i - susp c ous persons; prowler; 

suspected violator; person wanterl by pollce; lJnauthorized entry; trespass ll''Ig 

(residential and commercial), suspici.ous motor vehicle; open door or window. , 
miscellaneous stops of juveniles. 

Investigative actions are eltpressed as percentage of crime encollnter.s 
----------

in which an officer pecformed anyone (0'" "'ore) of the 
L 1M following activities: 

searched premises or car without a warrant,· looked around crilne area ot" cae; 

questlQned persons outside of the immediate scene. 

Security checks are residential security checks pe~ 40 hours of 

observation. 

Order tnter.ventions (eltprt:!ssed as a rite per 40 hours of observat[on) 

incl1J:ie the following problem types: public nutslince; drunk; vagrancy; 
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tvi.teri.. 115; obscene acthity; rwise disturhanc@.; pedrHing; beggln.>s; gambli.ng; 

pro8ti.t 1lti..nn; curfew violation; juvenile problem; harra8sln~nt; missing pet'":ioll; 

j uveni le run~way; ,niscellaneous j u~enile problems. 

C0NTROL ~ARIABLRS 

Pat ("1)1 dens tty is the meRn un:f.t-hours of nonadmi.llistratll1'e t ime pl~i" 

square ~ile per 40 hours of observation. 

~inor.i ty is the percentage of neighborhood reslflellts who are flot white. 

Y,>ung i'lal,~s Ls the percent of residents who are male anrt between the ag(~s 

of l~ and 23 (inclusive). 

~eW r~si,ients is the percent of resirtents who have resldeil ill the 

neighbl)r~.)od for less than one year. 

J?overty 1s the percent of households with income ll~ss than $5000. 

IUgh Incnme is the percent of households with income over $25000. 

VAR[ABLES USED IN CONSTRlTCT[ON OF INSTRUMENT !:"OR 2Sl.S 

Patrol elCperi..e1lce is the mean length of service (in years) of al L pat rl-,l 

officers in the department. 

No politics is the percent of all interviewed of.f.icers (of any rank) that 

iisRgr~ed with the f.ollowing st-'!tement: "Local politicians have too much 

influence over the police department." 

Employees is the natural log of the total number of full-ti.me SIo?OL"tl ;!.Illi 

civilian per.sonnel. 

Supervisor contacts is the mean numher of contacts !tilth supervisors __ 

in the field, face-to-face or by radio -- per g hours of obserVation, for all. 

obserllf.!d officer.s in each department, t.1eighteri by tilne observed. 
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APP~N[)[,( [[ [: [)escrtpti~e Statistics 

MEAN ST!.~ MII'I. HAX. --
Burglary 94.67 50.80 0 221.67 

Rohbery 3.75 4 .. 80 0 18.46 

Auto theft 11.45 15.90 0 71.09 

Thef.t fro1Q auto 70.46 37.00 15.~ 197.04 

Vandalism 69.~H 39.13 5.3'; 201.09 

Suspicion s t:>ps 1. 30 .92 0 3.QO 

Investi~atl~e actlons 49.03 11.54 20.00 73.68 

Security check.s 2.61 4.41 0 2l.t5 

OreIer lntervf.!l1tinns .42 .40 0 1.19 

Patrl)l presence 10.13 9.15 .90 48.73 

% Po~erty 21.64 15 .. 4/ .. 0 5B.I~O 

% Minority 35.10 37.83 0 100.00 

% Young rnaV~s 10.17 2.15 'i.05 13.C)2 

% New residents 2.55 2~C)8 () 15.25 

% High: income 15.75 7.82 4.51) 40.C)3 

Other Variables - .. -----
Patrol experience 6007 1.38 3.77 11.00 

% No polittcs 40. C)6 20.11 1).00 90.47 

!I Zmpll)yees - log 5.55 1 •. 59 2 .. 64 7.88 

Su~er."tsor contacts 2.45 1.06 .75 5.5~ 
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MI'I~Ni)['{ H( contlllllrH1: r,"lrrl~1.Atl.f)1l ~1atrt'o( 

Xl )(2 X3 X4 Xs X6 X., '<g X9 XlO Xu Xl2 X13 )(14 '<15 

Xl Robbery 

X2 Burglary .1) 1 

X3 Theft from auto .45 .45 .1.9 

X4 Autn theft .73 .51 

Xs Vanclallsm -.12 -.04 .03 .30 

X6 Suspici.on stops -. :l2 -.17 -.29 -.23 -.31 

X7 !llvesttg;ttive 
acttons .06 .09 .21 .07 .00 -.OS 

Xs Security checks -.OS -.01 -.04 -.05 -.10 .11 -.07 

XI) Ordc.! r 
tlltl!CVl!llt I.I)ns -.n! -.00 .01 --.01 -.1 q .1 n -.ll -.10 

XloPatr"l pr~!~l!llce ./~ ') ./,/. ./,6 'J I. -.1/\ -.n9 .0') .l'; .10 · -.. 
XII Yo Poverty .'.3 • 'V .. .1~ • 11 -. '34 -. ()9 .05 -.21 .07 .15 

XI :~~ Millorlty ./, ., . " ') . '\ '\ • I (l -.M! .nll • 10 - .01, .l, ') ./,7 .1l2 

X\l~ ynllllg 10;,\1 nq .Vi . ')() • VI .,)7 • II, - • :~C) .11 .01 -.OR .? 7 .U .14 

\ X\,',r. Nc.'w r\~ i ..,;it!1l t K _.'! r, -.1..7 -.OH -. I H .Il~ • II) .11 -. II .01 .n .1)1) ". II) -.2'\ ~\ , 

XI'; l. \I i ,~h i 1\1' 1),"';- -.11) -./)') -.ll) .1)1) .'U - .1) 1 .0/, .'>.7 -. l/, -. 1 I) -.42 -.11 -.1 .. 2 -.1R 
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T\BLI~ 1 : f)L~ Re~1I t ts for Vicctmb:at 1.")1) Ratt~l; 11,\:1 '~i~;~ '" ~~:; I '/~!\C1'l~ (~;:()O) 

T'-{gl<'T ~'R()H Allro 

RORBIi:RV' BURGLARY AllTI) TH~~'r VANn..~~l.~~ 
----_.- ------ ---------- -'-".-

SUSP [CION Strops -1.27/-.25* -.72/-.01 -. ~4/-.04 - 3. 1.2/ - .20 -8.48/-.20 
(.';R) (6.11) (4.£)5) (2.14 ) (I • • R7) 

[NVEST [t:ATIVI<~ .01/.03 .1<}/.04 .O.~/ .01 .22/.16 -.21/-.06 

ACTIV[TV (.04) (.40) ( .17) ( • 16) (. %) 

RE!HI1. SF:ClJRI'fV -.05/-.04 -.08/-.01 -.2~/-.03 -.02/-.01 -2. ?71-.26 

CHECKS (. n) ( .10) 0.(4) (.45) (l.02) 

ORDER -.63/-.05 -3.15/-.02 .6R/ .01 .12/.003 -11.49/-.12 

INn~R"ENT IONS (1.26) (13.40) (10.80) (4."6) (10.64) 

PATROL OENSrfV .03/.29 .30/ .27 .12/.14 .11/.33 .06/.08 
( .(1) (.14) (.11 ) (.05) ( .11) 

% POVERTY .02/ .05 -.05/-.01 -.31/-,,13 -.07/-.07 -.56/-.22 
(.0,» (.48) (.39) (.17) (.39) 

% ~lNOR[T\, .01/ .21 .17/.11 -.09/-.09 .04/ • nil -.42/-.40 
(.02) (.20) (.16) (.'l7) (.16) 

% YOUNG MALES .21/.10 10.2£)/.43 10.63/.62 1.71/.2'3 4.08/.22 
( • H) (2.£)0) (2.17) ( 1.0:n (2.14) 

% NE\~ RIU:·;ogN'CS -.')')/-.14 -.~.~8/-.29 -1.89/-.15 -.87/-.t6 1.85/.14 

(.18) (l.9S) 0.1)8 ) (.6fJ) (1.58) -> 

% Hlmt INCOME -.27/-.28 -1.1)1/-.23 -1.23/-.26 -.53/-.26 .RO/.t6 

(.OR) (.~4) (.69) (.10) (.66) 

intercept 4. I r; -.52 -9.fl2 -5.?7 66.')8 

R2 .'l~ .51 .40 .:lq .'.8 i\ 
\ * raw cut! fE lcient/ s tHndu rtl Lzed cot! ff Lcient 

< 'ltanciard f;!rrl)(') 

tJ 
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Theft From Auto 

Robbery Burglary Auto Theft Vandalism 

Suspicion 
-1. %/-.26* Stops (01..S) -1.09/-.02 -1.fl2/-.05 -3.')5/-.21 -10.78/-.25 

(.')'» (5.80) (4.nCJ) (L06) (4.R7) 

Pre" tete,l 
Sus~leion 

Stops (1SLS) -3.46/-.71 -22.Q7/-.45 -9.:n/-.2n -7.51/-.44 -IR.A4/-.41 

(1.0'3) (10.87) (7.97) (3.54) (S.31) 

R2 .48 .47 .39 .36 .41 

'Prelllcteci 
SlIspici.on Stops = 3.65 + .007 % POVERTY + .002 % MINOR I'f'l - .11 % YOUNG HALF. - .02 TRANSH~NCg 

(.01) (.004) (.05) (.04) 

+ .002 HIGH INCOME - .22 AVG. YRS. OF F.XPlmtI':NC~: ~'OR PATROL OFFIC~~RS 
(.O~) (.16) 

_ .15 NO. OF EMPLIl'({mS -- LOG + .f)l 't ~o POLITtCS + .19 CONTAC'fS \o1It'H SUPERVISORS 
(.07) (.006) (.ll) 

§ same equation as til Tllhle 1 except thltt nther prIJ8ctlvity meu::Jures were ,telated -
other coefficients not cttsplayed. Tile Ol.S parllmei:C!r8 are taken fl'tl11l an OLR 
mOllol uB1.nS thl! !Jama vflrlahh'l nit thd 2SL~. 

#( bIn 
(stll. error) 

• 

" 
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Table 3 

OLS P.esirluals for Neighborhoods with Lower Levels of Suspicion Stops 
than an Adjacent Neighborhood 

Victlmlzatlon Type Positive Residuals Negat lve 'Residuals 

Robbery 2 II 

13urglary 8 

Auto theft 3 10 

Theft fClJm auto 3 

Vandlism 5 8 
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ARRI'!ST· RATF.--------.... PERClnV~~O 
(+) LIKJt:L [HOOD OF 

APPREH"~~S [n~ 

CITIZ~N 
~-- AL[~~A1'ION 

CITlZ":~ CONTACT -
A~n AVAfl.ARII.[TV .J<lcoh & 

!! l"£h':' s ~)!:.g.!!l11!.n.! 

VIC'rIM[ZATIO~ 
RAT!,; 

-=-1 
'I 
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l"WURE n~ 0\ MOl)8L OF ACT[IJI!: PATROL A~O [T.., RF:LATlI)NS1HP ro V[Gr[11£XArIr)N 

(-to) 

(+) 

(-) 

__ ~ PA'rROL OF;NS ['rY 

~. 
'--...'---... ( - ) 

' .... ' ... OFllICfi:RS' NEn:HI\()RIIOOO ......... , 

CIIAIlACTRR[Snc:s ~ CllARAGr>:RfS·rLCS ~~ 

(-) ~ (-) _ VIC'rtM[ZATWNS 
PA'rROL -----... OFFICRRS' ------... PROACT'IIJI'f'l OF A SpgCU'[C 
RESOURCES* WORKLOAD* / TYPE 

r 

(+) 

*'rhesc variables are not included 1n our analysis. They appear here simply to n lustrate the way feedback 
might occur. 
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